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Who we are:
Braemar ACM Offshore is a division of Braemar
Shipping Services PLC, a leading integrated
provider of brokering and consultancy services
to the shipping industry.

Braemar ACM Offshore is comprised of 17
brokers with additional support staff across
4 international offices (Aberdeen, London,
Singapore and Houston) specializing in the
offshore markets worldwide. Our key aim is to
help Clients achieve problem -free Chartering
and Sale & Purchase in what can often be a
volatile Offshore Vessel market.
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OUR WEBSITE

Our Offshore website provides direct access to a live North Sea Spot
position list for AHTS, PSVS and tugs whilst also detailing requirements and
fixtures. The website is accessible from all computer and mobile devices.

Find us at: http://offshore.braemaracm.com

If you require any of our previous reports please contact us at:

offshore.research@braemar.com
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BROKER COMMENTARY

A

s the ‘beast from the east’ takes its leave
we can only hope that it signals the end of
winter and the start of springtime here in
the North Sea. The transition into Spring will
be welcomed by all, firstly by Vessel Owners who have had
little respite from poor day rates through early 2018, and
secondly by Operators who will enjoy a more efficient
programme as the prevailing sea state gradually improves.
As we would expect for the winter months, day rates for
North Sea AHTS remained in Charterers favour with the
January average of GBP 7,135 lifting marginally to GBP 9,873
in February. Despite a flurry of activity through the mid /
late stages of February the sheer number of prompt units
absorbed the increased demand which saw four rigs (MSS1 /
Ocean Patriot / Ocean Guardian & Stena Don) depart from
the Cromarty Firth alone. As vessel numbers dwindled
however and poor weather hampered vessel returns, some
Owners were able to benefit from the slight peak in day
rates.

“...Overall, there is a definite buzz in
the market for Charterers and Owners
alike with Brent surpassing $71 in
January for the first time since 2014
and many rigs now heading back out
to work..”
In the last month certain Owners have announced their
financial results which indicates that the road ahead for
many remains long. Quite how long will be influenced by
several factors, including the extent to which laid-up vessels
are reactivated and whether a gradual increase in tendering
activity in the North Sea (and internationally) is sustained.
Overall, there is a definite buzz in the market for Charterers
and Owners alike. With Brent surpassing $71 in January for
the first time since 2014 and many rigs now heading back
out to work the signs are positive for many involved in North
Sea Oil & Gas. As we reported last month, announcements
from Shell UK (Penguins) and BP UK (Achmelvich +
Capercaillie) sends positive messages that the Majors are
still very much committed to the basin while ‘new blood’
from the likes of Chrysoar and Spirit Energy come as a
welcome addition to an already busy region.

What can be said is that as the rig count builds and the
frequency of each Operators rig move programme begins
to increase there is a strong chance further bottlenecks in
availability will appear. With units expected to depart for
workscopes in other regions in addition to North Sea
projects such as the Asta Hansteen topside tow out there
is a chance the market for anchor handlers may be erratic
at times during the coming season.
As will be highlighted later in the report there has been a
barrage of PSV term fixtures concluded over the last month
which has started to reduce some Owners PSV availability.
Having said that there are a large number of outstanding
term requirements which are yet to nominate ships in
addition to fresh ITT’s which have emerged in the last
week or two, from Operators such as Chevron. This points
towards the PSV market continuing to gather momentum as
we look to move into the second quarter.
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Chartering

CHARTERING
SOLSTADFARSTAD SPRING SUCCESS
SolstadFarstad has been the recipient of further contracts for PSVs on the UKCS with no less than four separate Charterers
which includes one extension and three fresh awards. The PX105 Sea Spider commenced a 70 day well with Neptune
Energy (formerly Engie) in early March which will see the vessel support the Ensco 101. The P105 Normand Aurora will also
work for the medium term supporting the Ocean Guardian for Decipher Energy for a 1 well + 1 well opt programme which
similarly kicked off in early March. The most significant contract is for the VARD 08 Far Spica which has been booked by
TAQA Britani for a 14 well programme that looks set to last up to 560 days as the vessel supports the semi-sub Paragon
MSS1 on a plug and abandonment campaign. The final award is for a 6 month plus 6 x 1-month extension of the 2003 built
Far Symphony to Fairfield which is in direct continuation of the vessels current contract.

TWO UPFRONT FOR WELL EXPERTISE
Well Expertise has chartered the Havyard 833L design Kongsborg and ST 216 design North Cruys to support the semi
Transocean Arctic on a programme lasting three wells firm, plus four one-well options. The PSV duo, built in 2013 and 2014
respectively, will commence the contract with Well Expertise, who are acting as the well management company on behalf
of Wellesley Petroleum, in mid-May/early June this year. The firm part of the contract is expected to last between 100 and
250 days. The Skansi Offshore-managed Kongsborg is currently carrying out work for Statoil on the spot market, while
GulfMark's North Cruys is currently supporting the semi DeepSea Bergen on a term contract for Ross Offshore.
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CHARTERING
THAT’S THE SPIRIT
In addition to last month’s report that the newly formed Spirit Energy had taken two large Norwegian PSVs in support of the
Island Innovator, Spirit have now also confirmed the fixtures of the VARD 05-L CD design PSV Sea Titus and the VARD 1 08
CD design PSV Troms Mira. The vessels have been fixed for around 12-13 months in support of the jack up Noble Hans Deul,
with the Sea Titus due to commence around mid-March while the 2015-built Troms Mira contract is expected to start in
early April. Spirit Energy has also fixed the 2013-built VARD 08 CD design Far Sitella to support the jack up Paragon B391 on
a plug and abandonment contract expected to last around 23 months. The vessel started with Spirit earlier this month.
STATOIL TAKE ON TONNAGE
Statoil AS has secured the services of a
brace of PSVs and an AHTS for various
work as it looks to reduce its exposure to
the summer season. Statoil AS fixed the
2013-built VS 485 design PSV Normand
Fortune and the 2017-built ST-216
design PSV North Barents for supply
duties for 4 months firm plus 3 x 2month options, with both contracts
expected to start in May. The vessels will
be added to the large pool of tonnage
that supports Statoil’s operation on the
Norwegian shelf. On the AHTS side
Statoil awarded a framework agreement
to DOF for the 2010-built 350t BP AHTS
Skandi Vega. This contract will start in
direct continuation of the current
contract in May, and is for a firm period
of 1 year with 120 days guaranteed plus
2 x 6-month options. The new contract
is based on a call off agreement which
marks a change from the current one
which has been based solely on firm days
throughout the duration.

SCORE FOR SKANSI AS SHELL SECURED

Skansi have scored further success with a term charter for their Havyard 832L
Torsborg with Shell Norge commencing in June this year. The supermajor
has already chartered the Eidesvik’s Viking Prince for 2 wells for the upcoming
programme with the Scarabeo 8 and have now added the 2013 built Torsborg
for 1 firm well. The vessel, which has Norwegian standby code and oil
recovery, has been on charter to BG Norge since delivery in 2013.

HURRICANE AND ZENNOR COMBINE TO FIX DOF

The STX 09 CD design PSV Skandi Feistein has been fixed to Hurricane Oil and Zennor Petroleum for 4 wells firm plus
options, with commencement expected at the beginning of April. These firm wells are expected to last around 10 months
in support of Transocean’s semi-submersible PBLJ, with the 5 option wells, each expected to be around 60 days, possibly
taking the PSV well into 2019. The vessel is currently on contract to Saipem in the Mediterranean but is due back in the
North Sea during March.
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CHARTERING
PARADISE FOR PETERSON DEN HELDER
Vroon Offshore Services have secured a contract award from Peterson Den Helder for their 2015-built PX 121 design PSV
VOS Paradise expected to be for between 100 and 240 days commencing between mid-July and mid-August 2018. The Paradise, which is one of Vroon’s 6 sister PX121 vessels, has been chartered to support a yet unnamed jack-up which will be on
charter to Petrogas in the Dutch sector. The vessel, which is currently trading the spot market, supported the Maersk Resolve during Petrogas’ campaign last year.

ALLSEAS BALTIC CRUSADER
Allseas has secured the Havila Crusader in support of the Nord Stream 2 project in the Baltic Sea. The 2010-built VS485 CD
design PSV has been fixed for 10 months firm plus 7 months of options which could see the vessel employed through until
the very end of 2019 or possibly beyond. The contract is expected to start in the summer. The vessel has been working on
the UKCS almost exclusively since 2015 including a 2-year contract with Premier in support of the jack up Ensco 100. More
recently, the vessel has been working for Repsol Sinopec UK in support of the Transocean's semi submersible PBLJ.
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SUBSEA / RENEWABLES
SUBSEA COMMENTARY
February has seen both subsea contractors and Owners publish their company reports, revealing their financials & thoughts
for the future. The reports are interesting with a common theme developing. Firstly Oil & Gas activity is showing slow signs
of improvement, though it may be another 12-18 months before significant increases in activity are seen. Secondly offshore
wind continues to take up some of the slack, with high activity in Europe but also a contribution from SE Asia and the US.
Taking Oil & Gas, the slow improvement in contractor confidence has been driven by a reset of finances, some new subsea
activity and the sanctioning of projects. These projects are small when compared to previous years, but back in the mix as
Oil Companies improve their cash flow through stable oil price, reorganisation, mergers & acquisitions. The application
of new subsea technology is also helping to improve the viability of workscopes. Recent awards in the Norwegian shelf for
the likes of Deepocean and Subsea 7 are evidence of this new work, though offshore operations are unlikely to kick off
before 2019.
The expectation is that more seasonal subsea awards could be announced in the coming months with pricing remaining at
lower levels. Major infrastructure projects are unfortunately some way down the line. Contractors though are responding
to these recent awards and taking a closer look at the vessel market and reorganisation of their fleets. Several fresh time
charters have been announced in recent times with flexible ‘pay as you go’ contracts also being negotiated with Owners.
Charter contracts for Polar Queen, Olympic Challenger and now a significant contract for Normand Clipper to Bibby are
evidence of this with options included for the 2019 and 2020 season. Fixed rates are well below that of 4 or 5 years ago,
but options for 2019 and 2020 are sure to be escalated in line with any potential tightening in the market. What is clear is
that competitive pricing between contractors will continue for the next year or two and will be acutely felt in the IMR
segment where there are more contractors present and fewer barriers to entry.
BIBBY TAKE SEASONAL CHARTER ON CLIPPER

STORM DAMAGE TO HOLYHEAD VESSELS

The reorganisation of the Bibby fleet has continued with the announcement
that the company has awarded a new charter to the construction vessel
Normand Clipper. The contract will see the vessel assigned to North Sea
operations over a 120 days firm period in 2018 with options for 150 days
in 2019 and 180 days in 2020. The ship which is currently alongside
SolstadFarstad's base in Husoya (Norway) will undergo mobilisation in
either March or April fitting a spread of survey equipment and work class
WROV systems. Clipper will join a rebalanced Bibby fleet which has seen
significant changes in the past months. Earlier in the year saw the release
of CSV Olympic Ares, fresh arrival of Bibby Sapphire from the GOM and
the imminent return of Olympic Bibby back to Owners Olympic Subsea.
In February Bibby were awarded a fresh contract for infrastructure
decommissioning in the Greater Dunlin area for Clients Fairfield. In line with
this Bibby also issued details of their category 1 and 2 abandonment services
which challenges the use of complex offshore drilling units and light well
intervention vessels. These are now on offer through a strategic partnership
with Baker Hughes and cutting tools provided by Proserv.

A number of damaged crew transfer
vessels are in the process of being
recovered in Anglesey following the
catastrophic events of storm Emma.
The storm saw vessels moored alongside
pontoons in Holyhead Marina cut adrift in
the force 12 gale, foundering on nearby
beaches and rocks. A total of 5 crew
transfer vessels from the Turbine
Transfers fleet were involved including
Penrhyn Bay, Malltreath Bay and Lynas
Point. A coastal patrol vessel from the UK
Borderforce was also involved and around
80 small pleasure craft. Owners and local
agencies will now be working to assess
the damage and plan for the safe removal
of the vessels.
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SUBSEA / RENEWABLES
FUGRO NETHERLANDS BOOK NORMAND FLOWER
SolstadFarstad has confirmed that it has entered into a charter contract with Fugro Netherlands for use of the light
construction vessel Normand Flower. The contract which will see the vessel trade in European waters is for a period of 6
months plus options with mobilisation planned for the end of March 2018. This is Fugro's first return to the Solstad fleet
since 2012 when they chartered 2 vessels to Fugro subsidiaries including the Normand Tonjer (200 days) and the Normand
Mermaid (180 days). Normand Flower is a 2002 construction vessel with 150t crane and accommodation for 85 persons.

DEEPOCEAN AWARDED FURTHER WORK BY STATOIL
Deepocean has been awarded additional scopes from Statoil AS that will see their large construction vessel Edda Freyja
perform risers replacement at 4 Norwegian fields. The locations which include Njord, Kristin, Troll C and Åsgard are set to
receive new risers during the 2019 and 2020 season with preparation ongoing throughout 2018. This fresh contract is
further work for Deepocean following several awards that included Statoil's Snorre Expansion project and a long term
IMR agreement with Aker BP. Deepocean currently operates a diverse fleet of 17 vessels with a mix of Owned assets and
vessels chartered in on a time Charter or pay as you go basis. In the UK, Deepocean has confirmed preparation work is
underway for their scope at the Hornsea One offshore wind farm. The contract awarded back in November 2016 will see
Deepocean install and trench a total of 93 array cables using in house cabling and installation vessels.
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SUBSEA / RENEWABLES
GMS EVOLUTION JOINS GMS ENDEAVOUR IN BLYTH
The heavy lift vessel Albatross recently became the largest vessel ever to call at Blyth harbour with cargo that included the
6366 tonne jack up GMS Evolution. The 204m jack up which is owned and operated by support company Gulf Marine
Services will now undergo preparation work ahead of its deployment supporting construction at the Hornsea One offshore
wind farm for Clients Orsted. The 83m Evolution which comes equipped with large internal accommodation and a 200t
main crane will partner another GMS vessel on site GMS Endeavour. Endeavour is also in Blyth undergoing preparations
which have involved the installation of an access tower and integrated boat landing for crew transfer vessels. The chartering
of the two jack ups vessels are part of an offshore strategy that will allow Orsted to create an offshore hub at the Hornsea
1 site.
BOKALIFT 1 CONVERSION TO WORK AT EAST ANGLIA 1

JACK UP VESSEL AEOLUS GETS NEW CRANE THIALF

Boskalis has confirmed that their newly arrived crane
conversion Bokalift 1 is being prepared for debut
foundation work at the UK's East Anglia 1 offshore wind
farm. The semi submersible heavy lift vessel which was
converted into a crane vessel in 2017 features a 3,000 ton
crane, 7,000m2 clear deck, dynamic positioning and
accommodation for 150 persons. This is further work for
the group after Boskalis subsidiary Dockwise in September
2017 was awarded a contract to transport 36 jacket
foundations from the UAE to the Netherlands. East Anglia
One will consist of 102 turbines and inter array substation
which will be commissioned by end 2018. Other contractors
on site include Seajacks and Van Oord who signed contracts
in 2017 to assist with jack installation and wind farm
logistics. Bokalift 1 has further work booked in the coming
year including the transport and installation of foundations
for the Hornsea 1 project 120 km offshore UK.

The Van Oord owned Wind farm installation Aeolus has
fitted a new revolving crane with the assistance of one of
the world largest heavy lift vessels. The 1600t Huisman
crane which replaces the earlier 900t unit encircles the
vessels aft jacking leg affording the vessel a larger deck area
for turbine components. Heerema were contracted to lift
the new crane into place during a delicate operation within
Rotterdam port limits. Final commissioning of the crane
which rests alongside the forward leg will continue before
the ships heads off for its seasonal installation campaigns.
Crane upgrades are becoming a feature of modern wind
turbines vessels as foundations become larger and turbines
become heavier. The Aeolus was previously active in
offshore wind projects Gemini and Luchterduinen and
will take on new projects after her upgrade like offshore
windfarm Borssele 3 & 4 in the Netherlands and Norther in
Belgium.

HORNSEA PROJECT 2 SELECTS SIEMENS GAMESA
Developers Orsted have confirmed a milestone agreement with Siemens Gamesa for the supply of turbines at Hornsea
Project Two. The selection which is welcome news for the newly commissioned SGRE facility in Hull will include an
undisclosed quantity of 8 MW turbines featuring 167m rotor blades which are some of the biggest yet deployed offshore.
Hornsea Project Two is the next phase in the massive Hornsea facility which is located 89 km from the Yorkshire coastline.
Total capacity of the project is expected to be around 1.4 GW which is sufficient to provide electricity for over 1.3 million
homes when fully commissioned. Support for the wind farm will come from the newly established operations hub at
Grimsby which recently welcomed its first new build SOV Edda Passat from Owners Ostensjo. Edda Passat is working under
a 5 year charter contract with Orsted and will be joined by an identical sister Edda Mistral later in the year which will
support the Hornsea One offshore wind farm.
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SUBSEA / RENEWABLES

REACH SUBSEA COMMITS TO CHALLENGER
Providers of IMR and construction services Reach Subsea have awarded Olympic Subsea a contract for use of their ROV
support vessel Olympic Challenger. The contract which commences in April 2018, is for a period of 2 years with an option
to extend for a further year. Plans for the vessel are yet to be decided but Reach has confirmed she will be mobilised during
April and prepare for work in both the Oil & Gas and Offshore Wind segments. Challenger has been a regular in the North
Sea for some time and already comes already fitted with 2 x work class ROV’s which will be leased by Reach. The vessel
spent several years under seasonal contract with Technip assisting with projects such as the QUAD 204 development
project West of Shetland for end Client BP UK.

EX SUBSEA 7 VESSEL RV PETREL FINDS WRECK
The research vessel R/V Petrel (formerly Acergy Petrel) has confirmed the discovery of the wrecked US warship USS
Lexington which sank in 1942. The 260ft Petrel which was purchased by Microsoft founder Steve Allen in 2016, is capable
of exploration up to 6,000m with a range of underwater technology for deep - sea search and exploration. Petrel comes
equipped with WROV, autonomous vehicles and a 16 person expedition team. The US Navy vessel which was the first to
be sunk by enemy carrier aircraft in world war II has been found 2 miles below the surface off the coast of Australia.
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CORPORATE
SIEM OFFSHORE CONTRACTORS SOLD

BORR INCREASE RIG COUNT

Siem Offshore has agreed to sell all of its shares in Siem
Offshore Contractors GmbH to a subsidiary of Subsea 7 subject
to competition clearance. At the same time the group has
agreed to sell cable lay vessel Siem Aimery and the walk to
work vessel Siem Moxie to a company in the Subsea 7 Group.
Siem Offshore Contractors, established in 2003 originally
formed part of the Siem Offshore Group’s ‘industrial segment’.
SOC provided submarine cable, umbilical installation, repair
and maintenance services to the wind energy sector.
Vessels in the company have recently been involved in supply,
installation, termination and commissioning of 161km of inter
array grid cables for the Beatrice offshore wind farm.

In late February newcomer Borr Drilling acquired
Paragon Offshore’s fleet of 32 rigs. The tally includes
2 modern JU-2000E designed units in addition to five
older jack-ups which are currently on contract in the
North Sea / Middle East and India with one semi-sub
also under long term contract. A total of 21 older jack
-up rigs currently stacked in various locations make up
the bulk of the count however there remain 4 other
units which are either committed or under contract.
The indication from Borr was that many of the older
units may indeed be scrapped due to the high costs of
reactivation however following the acquisition Borr
now own 24 high spec jack-up rigs.

OCEANEERING BUYS ECOSSE SUBSEA

SUBSEA 7 INVESTE IN XODUS GROUP

Oceaneering International has announced the acquisition of
offshore engineering and services contractor Ecosse Subsea.
Eccose which is based in Aberdeen has seen significant growth
in its portfolio of services driven by further demand in the
offshore renewable energy market. Ecosse builds and operates
range of equipment to assist with seabed preparation, route
clearance and trenching tools for cables and pipelines. The
spread which includes clearance equipment, ROV’s, survey has
for the last two seasons been mobilised on board the anchor
handling vessel Siem Ruby. Here Ecossse has deployed their
SCAR plough to clear cable routes for offshore wind projects
in the UK and continental Europe. 2017 saw the Siem Ruby
deployed to the Beatrice offshore wind farm, and the 2018
season again sees the vessel in the Moray Firth undertaking
similar duties.

Subsea 7 has recently announced an enhancement
to their engineering capability in Oil & Gas and
renewables with investment in Aberdeen based
Exodus group. The move will see Subsea 7 acquire
a majority shareholding in the company (60%)
with the remaining shares held by the Chiyoda
Corporation. Xodus recently announced a positive
start to 2018 with uptake from Asian Clients and
the securing contracts worth GBP £6 million across
oil & gas and renewables sectors. In its Q4 2017
presentation Subsea 7 forecasted a gradual recovery
in subsea with a gradual increase in tendering activity
in the North Sea, Caspian Sea and US Gulf of Mexico.
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CORPORATE

#BOURBONINMOTION
French vessel Owners Bourbon Offshore announced late last month they have adopted a new strategic action planned
named #BOURBONINMOTION which is said will improve competitiveness and help meet customers demand. The plan will
see the company split its activities into 3 divisions (Bourbon Marine & Logistics / Bourbon Subsea Services and Bourbon
Mobility) with each one having its own management team. The Bourbon Marine & Logistics division will have a total of
132 modern supply vessels however it is from their fleet of 65 traditional vessels that they will looks to sell 41 ships from
with the view to reduce vessel operating costs .

SS7 AND SCHLUMBERGER IN JV NEGOTIATIONS

NEPTUNE ACQUIRE ENGIE

Oslo Bors reported end Feb that Schlumberger, the
world’s largest oilfield services company and Subsea 7
had entered into an exclusive negotiation to form a joint
venture. The main aim of the JV is to build on the
success of the Subsea Integration Alliance which was
created back in 2015 and will be owned 50% by
Schlumberger and 50% Subsea 7. Strengthening the front
end engineering, design and execution of integrated
projects will also be an aim of the JV in order to build on
the expertise from both companies.

Mid last month (15th Feb) Neptune Energy Group
announced the completion of the acquisition of Engie
E&P International which see’s Neptune become an
international independent E&P company across the North
Sea, North Africa and South East Asia. With a strong
operating base in the North Sea through assets such as
Cygnus in the UK and Gjøa in Norway the acquisition
represents some 3 years work with the main aim being
to become a leading international independent E&P
company within the next 5 years.
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STANDBY (ERRV)

20 REQUIREMENTS REMAIN UNCOVERED
Despite several tenders being closed out in the last few weeks the number of requirements outstanding remained at 20,
around half of which can be defined as 'new' demand, as more business was circulated on behalf of Petrofac Facilities
Management Limited (PFML), Maersk Oil & Apache (2 vessels). Maersk Oil require a vessel for 18-24 months from early
June for support of the SS Ocean Valiant in the Central North Sea - the rig is currently being supported by the Esvagt
Chastine (2015 built) but the former is due to go to drydock in April for 6-8 weeks. In the South North Sea, PFML require
a vessel to support a 7-10 well (circa 180-240 days) abandonment programme with the Ensco 72 & Apache are tendering
for two vessels from the 2nd quarter on the basis of 2 years + options - one vessel will support a long-term drilling
programme with the SS Ocean Patriot with the other against the VOS Seeker (2009 built) which is currently supporting
the Forties Field in the Central North Sea.
DOUBLE SUCCESS FOR NORTH STAR

AGR RETURN TO ESVAGT

TAQA have chartered the Grampian Dee (2012 built)
for a minimum 14 well (circa 18 months) abandonment
programme in the Northern North Sea with the SS
Paragon MSS1 - the rig mobilised from Invergordon at
the beginning of March. In addition, the Grampian
Deliverance has been chartered by Enquest for 2 years
+ options from around the same time for support of the
Thistle platform and FSU Northern Producer in the
Northern North Sea - consequently the VOS Innovator
(2007 built) which has supported these installations for
many years has been released.

As reported last month, Well Management company AGR,
on behalf of Decipher Energy, fixed up the Esvagt Champion
(2007 built) to support a 1 well (circa 85 days) drilling
programme with the SS Ocean Guardian in the Northern
North Sea which commenced at the beginning of March.
After another quick tender, this time on behalf of Siccar
Point, AGR have now chartered the Esvagt Contender (2008
built) to support a 1 well (circa 75 days) + option drilling
programme West of Shetlands with the SS West Hercules.
Commencement is scheduled for later this month.

BUSY MONTH AHEAD
As noted above there are a total of 20 requirements outstanding on behalf of BP (6 vessels), Spirit Energy (5 vessels), Nexen
(2 vessels), Apache (2 vessels) & Maersk, Total, PFML AOC Ithaca for one a piece. Several of these tenders are essentially
closed out but a public announcement has not been made yet as final subjects still need to be lifted and / or a contract has
not been fully executed yet. However, in the next month or so the majority will be concluded and vessel availability will be
much clearer than it is now. Any operator yet to come to the market for a vessel to support a seasonal drilling programme
that commences / completes within the April - October window is likely to be faced with a very different outlook compared
to those who tendered before New Year or shortly afterwards.
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RIG ANALYSIS
Norway

UK/Irl

Denmark/Faroe Islands

Netherlands

Stacked without future contract

Stacked with future contract

Total

Drillship

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Jackup

9

12

3

2

20

5

51

Semi-Sub

14

7

0

0

15

7

43

Total

23

19

3

2

36

12

95

T

he landscape continues to evolve as owners start
to regain confidence in oil and gas exploration
throughout the globe. Tender activity continues
to be up on previous years while there has been
yet more mergers and acquisitions as well as the first new
rig orders in a number of years as drilling contractors look
to position themselves for a recovery in the market. Closer
to home in the North Sea, March signals the start of several
rigs heading out to work with a steady flow of units set to
emerge from port and start new contracts over the coming
months.
As companies in the drilling sector look for opportunities
in the market, Borr Drilling have been at the forefront
and February marked another milestone for them with
the announcement they would be purchasing Paragon
Offshore and their fleet of 32 rigs for USD 232.5 million.
At the same time Borr look to be optimising their fleet as
they indicated the older Paragon rigs would be scrapped
citing the reactivation costs amongst other factors would
not make them viable options.

While Borr Drilling and Awilco have announced significant
investment, other Owners are looking at more immediate
prospects with talk of reactivating rigs. Diamond Offshore
are looking to bring the semi Ocean Endeavour back into
service while Ocean Rig have confirmed they are set to
reactivate both a drill ship and a semi. However, a lot of the
rigs currently stacked will not work again due to the cost
involved in getting them fit for purpose, a point previously
raised by Borr Drilling.

“Between February and May
no less then thirteen rigs will
leave North Sea ports to start new
contracts...”

The market here in the North Sea continues to see fresh
February also represented the first new rig order for four
tendering activity for 2018 and beyond with several
years as Awilco Drilling announced their intention to build up extensive programmes, including that of Shell UK, set to
to four harsh-environment semi-submersible rigs. Awilco,
confirm their rigs in the coming weeks. Numerous shorter
who currently own two 1983 pacesetter semis, have issued a itineraries for this year also look set to be firmed up within
letter of intent to Keppel Fels yard in Singapore for 1 firm
the next month. As well the tendering side, spring time
unit and 3 options with the first set for delivery in 2021.
typically signals the start of drilling programmes and this
Identifying what they see as a potential shortfall of
year is no exception. Between February and May no less
mid-water harsh-environment rigs for the North and Barents then thirteen rigs will leave North Sea ports to start new
Sea from 2020 onwards, Awilco have raised USD 65 million
contracts throughout the North-west Europe which is a
through a private placement towards the USD 455 million
welcome boost to all involved.
cost of the first unit.
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GRAPHS
AVERAGE MONTHLY AHTS DAY RATES (NORTH SE A SPOT) : 2014—2018
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AVERAGE MONTHLY PSV DAY RATES (NORTH SEA SPOT) : 2014 —2018
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OUR OFFICES
London
One Strand, Trafalgar Square
London
WC2N 5HR
United Kingdom

Singapore
1 Pickering Street
#08-01
Great Eastern Centre
Singapore 048659

T +44 (0)203 142 4140
E offshore.london@braemar.com
offshore.snp@braemar.com

T
F
E

Aberdeen
25 Carden Place
Aberdeen
AB10 1UQ
UK

Houston
2800 North Loop West
Suite 900
Houston
Texas, 77092
United States

T
F
E

+44 (0) 1224 628470
+44 (0) 1224 621444
offshore.aberdeen@braemar.com

T
E

+65 6410 9013
+65 6410 9015
offshore.singapore@braemar.com

+1 832 200 2456
offshore.houston@braemar.com

BRAEMAR ACM OFFSHORE CONTACTS
London Office
Andrew Williams
Mark Chesterfield
Charles Cundall
Kevin Morrin
Tobi Menzies
Edward Molyneux
Douglas Rickman
Jack Richards
George Delamain
Kesley Pierre

Aberdeen Office
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

President
Managing Director
Director (S&P)
Shipbroker (S&P)
Shipbroker (S&P)
Shipbroker (S&P)
Shipbroker
Shipbroker
Shipbroker
Operations Assistant

David Veitch
Graeme Riddell
Jamie Waterston
Chris Fowler
Amy Henderson
Jade Collins

Singapore Office
James Sherrard
Nicola Troup
Nana Lai

~
~
~
~
~
~

Director
Shipbroker
Shipbroker
Shipbroker
Office Manager
Operations Assistant

Houston Office
~ Director
~ Shipbroker
~ Shipbroker/Admin

Michael Bates
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